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The phonon density-of-states ~DOS! of elemental vanadium was measured at elevated temperatures by
inelastic neutron scattering. The phonon softening predicted by thermal expansion against the bulk modulus is
much larger than the measured shifts in phonon energies. We conclude that the phonon anharmonicities
associated with thermal expansion are largely canceled by effects from phonon-phonon scattering. Prior mea-
surements of the heat capacity and calculations of the electronic entropy of vanadium are assessed, and
consistency requires an explicit temperature dependence of the phonon DOS. Using data from the literature,
similar results are found for chromium, niobium, titanium, and zirconium.
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Although there have been many measurements of macro-
scopic equations of state of solids,1 there is, unfortunately,
much less experimental data on the temperature and volume
dependence of the phonon density of states ~DOS!. A few
studies on the temperature dependencies of phonon disper-
sions have been performed,2–5 but they were presented in the
context of diffusion and kinetic mechanisms of structural
phase transitions, not of phonon thermodynamics. Ultimately
there should be a rationalization of macroscopic equations of
state in terms of the specific changes in phonons and elec-
trons that underlie the relationships between pressure, tem-
perature, and volume. The present investigation was under-
taken to help identify the individual thermal contributions to
the entropy of phonons and electrons.
Calculations of the electron entropy and its effect on heat
capacities of transition metals were reported by Eriksson,
Wills, and Wallace.6 By calculating the full electronic en-
tropy Sel and using heat-capacity data and phonon DOS mea-
surements in the literature, these authors deduced the phonon
anharmonicity from the simple relationship for the total en-
tropy S tot ,
S tot5Sel1Shar1Sanh , ~1!
where Shar is the harmonic phonon entropy. This Shar origi-
nates from the part of the phonon DOS that is unchanged
with temperature. The anharmonic contribution, Sanh , origi-
nates with the temperature-dependence of the phonon DOS,
and is typically represented by cubic and quartic terms in the
interatomic potentials that lead to phonon-phonon scattering
and shifts in the energies of individual phonon states. The
‘‘quasiharmonic’’ approximation used in this paper captures
most of the effect of anharmonicity on the phonon entropy of
a solid. This approximation assumes harmonic vibrations,
but with a phonon DOS characteristic of the elevated tem-
perature.
Vanadium is an ideal element for measuring a phonon
DOS because it scatters neutrons incoherently and has a0163-1829/2001/65~1!/014303~6!/$20.00 65 0143cubic-crystal structure. These properties allow its phonon
DOS to be obtained rigorously from inelastic neutron-
scattering spectra. A recent measurement of the phonon DOS
of vanadium at ambient conditions7 was undertaken with
little complication, and many previous measurements have
been performed with generally good success.8–20 Using simi-
lar techniques, we measured the phonon DOS of vanadium at
293, 873, 1273, and 1673 K. We assess the thermal broaden-
ing of the phonon DOS, and interpret it as phonon-lifetime
broadening. We also assess the temperature dependence of
the phonon DOS in terms of the phonon softening predicted
under thermal expansion. This volume dependence of the
phonon DOS overestimates significantly the observed ther-
mal softening of the DOS. A pure temperature dependence of
the phonon DOS, comparable in size to the volume depen-
dence, is deduced. Using phonon data from the literature, we
perform similar assessments of the anharmonic contributions
to the entropy of chromium, niobium, titanium, and
zirconium.
II. EXPERIMENT
Vanadium slugs of 99.9% purity were arc melted into
seven button ingots of 10 g mass. The ingots were stacked
within a thin-walled vanadium can to provide a sample with
cylindrical geometry, prior to mounting within an AS Scien-
tific furnace that was kept under high vacuum for all mea-
surements. Inelastic neutron-scattering spectra were mea-
sured on the HB2 and HB1 triple-axis spectrometers at the
HFIR research reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The magnitude of the scattering vector Q and final neutron
energy E f were fixed at 4.6 Å21 and 14.8 meV. The incident
neutron energy was varied to provide an energy transfer from
50 to 22 meV. A total of seven scans on the HB2 spectrom-
eter were taken at temperatures of 293, 873, and 1273 K,
including an empty furnace measurement at 293 K. Two
more scans were taken on the HB1 spectrometer at 293 and
1673 K. The spectrometer energy resolution was estimated as
1 meV.©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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A. Phonon density of states
The individual scans were corrected for the scattering
from the furnace using the empty-can runs. The data below 2
meV were dominated by the large elastic peak, but this peak
was easily deleted. The raw data are featureless and linear in
energy transfer at low energies, which allowed for the inelas-
tic portion of the scattering below 2 meV to be estimated.
Data so corrected were analyzed in the incoherent approxi-
mation to obtain the phonon DOS. Our iterative procedure
generates a self-consistent multiphonon-scattering contribu-
tion, and for an incoherent scatterer with cubic symmetry it
involves no approximations.21 An advantage of a triple axis
scan is that the scattering vector QW is fixed, so the Q depen-
dence of the energy transfer is eliminated. The Q space is
sampled over only a very small range, but for an incoher-
ently scattering sample this does not pose a problem, and the
phonon DOS can be extracted reliably. The final phonon
DOS curves are shown in Fig. 1.
B. Vibrational entropy
In the quasiharmonic approximation, gT ,V(E), the phonon
DOS at temperature T and volume V, provides the phonon
entropy at temperature T ,Sph(T) ,
Sph~T !523kBE
0
‘
gT ,V~E !@~nE11 !ln~nE11 !
2nE ln~nE!#dE , ~2!
where nE is the Bose-Einstein distribution at temperature T.
A generalized version of Eq. ~2! provides Sph(V ,Ti ,T j),
where the phonon DOS gTi ,V(E) is measured at temperature
Ti and volume V, and nE is evaluated at temperature T j .
A conventional textbook analysis of anharmonic behavior
reconciles the observed softening of the phonon DOS with
the thermal expansion. This is done by minimizing a free
energy comprising a positive elastic energy from expansion
FIG. 1. Phonon DOS of vanadium at 293, 873, 1273, and 1673
K. Temperatures are as labeled. Measurements at 293, 873, and
1273 K were taken on spectrometer HB2, shown in the bottom half
of figure. Measurements taken on spectrometer HB1 at 1673 and
again at 293 K are shown in the top half of figure.01430against the bulk modulus, and a phonon entropy that in-
creases as the phonon DOS softens under thermal expansion.
This anharmonic entropy is
Sph
DV ,DT~T1!5Sph~V1 ,T1 ,T1!2Sph~V0 ,T0 ,T1!, ~3!
where the entropies on the right-hand side are obtained from
phonon DOS curves measured at volumes and temperatures
V1 ,T1 and V0 ,T0. Using our experimentally determined
phonon DOS curves, the results for vanadium are shown as
crosses in Fig. 2, where T05293 K, V0 is the volume at 293
K, and T1 is along the abscissa. The near-zero values at 873
and 1273 K reflect the negligible shifts in the vanadium pho-
non DOS between 293 and 1273 K. The large value of
Sph
DV ,DT at 1673 K originates with the large softening of the
DOS between 1273 and 1673 K ~seen in Fig. 1!. The uncer-
tainty in the values of Sph
DV ,DT are from counting statistics.
A similar quantity, S tot
DV ,DT can be calculated for the total
thermodynamic entropy. Like the anharmonic phonon en-
tropy, it originates with the thermal expansion against the
bulk modulus, but includes the effects of thermal expansion
on all entropy contributions, including the electronic ones.
Classical thermodynamics provides the relationship between
the heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, CP and
CV , which when divided by T and integrated from T0 to T1
gives
S tot~V1 ,T1!2S tot~V0 ,T1!5E
T0
T1
Bvb2dT , ~4!
where B , v , and b are, respectively, the bulk modulus, the
specific volume, and the coefficient of volume thermal ex-
pansion. The quantity S tot(V ,T) is the total entropy at vol-
ume V and temperature T, and V(P ,T8) is the volume at
fixed pressure P and temperature T8. Thus V15V(P ,T1) and
V05V(P ,T0). Equation ~4! accounts for the volume depen-
dence of the total entropy, not just the phonon entropy. Sub-
tracting an electronic contribution Sel
DV ,DT we obtain
FIG. 2. Anharmonic-entropy contributions. Bold curve is as
computed from Eq. ~5!. Crosses are computed from the phonon
DOS of vanadium using Eq. ~3!. The solid circles are the difference
between the bold curve and the crosses ~the solid circle at 1673 K is
obtained by extrapolating the bold curve to higher temperatures!.
The solid curve is the quantity of Eq. ~10!. The other curves are
labeled with notation used in the text.3-2
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T0
T1
Bvb2dT2Sel
DV ,DT
. ~5!
We rewrite Eq. ~5! with the generalized notation presented
earlier
Sph~V1 ,T1!2Sph~V0 ,T1!5Sph~V1 ,T1 ,T1!2Sph~V0 ,T1 ,T1!
~6!
[Sph
DV~T1!. ~7!
The electronic term Sel
DV ,DT is the difference in electronic
entropy at constant pressure versus constant volume over the
temperature range DT . It is obtained by comparing the elec-
tronic density of states at V0 , T0 with that at V1 ,T1. This
electronic term is typically small compared to the total an-
harmonic entropy, and can have either a positive or negative
sign. Evaluating Sph
DV for elemental vanadium using data
taken from the literature,22 we obtain the bold curve in Fig.
2. The electronic term in Eq. ~5! was calculated using the
electronic Gru¨neisen parameters provided by Eriksson, Wills,
and Wallace,6 with the experimental thermal expansion. It is
shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 2.
The discrepancy between the bold curve and the crosses
in Fig. 2 is quite large up to 1273 K. A comparison of Eqs.
~7! and ~3! shows that the discrepancy between Sph
DV ,DT(T1)
and Sph
DV(T1) likely originates with the difference between
the quantities Sph(V0 ,T1 ,T1) and Sph(V0 ,T0 ,T1). The sig-
nificance of this difference is discussed in Sec. IV B.
C. Phonon broadening
One effect of temperature on phonons is to reduce their
lifetimes and thus broaden their energies. This is commonly
attributed to increased phonon-phonon scattering due to the
increase in phonon occupations at high temperature. This
energy broadening is observed in the DOS as a general
smearing of features such as van Hove singularities and the
high energy cutoff.23 The energy broadening of a single pho-
non mode at energy e is expected to have the form of a
damped harmonic oscillator,
De8~e!5
1
pQe8
1
S e8e 2 ee8D
2
1
1
Q 2
. ~8!
The only free parameter in Eq. ~8! is Q, the quality factor of
the oscillator. Convoluting Eq. ~8! with the DOS obtained at
the lowest temperature of 293 K, we adjusted Q to give the
best fit to the DOS obtained at 873 and 1273 K. Figure 3
shows the excellent agreement between the measured 873-
and 1273-K DOS curves and the best fits generated by
broadening the 293-K DOS with Eq. ~8!. Figure 4 shows the
optimal ~inverse! Q versus temperature. The behavior of in-
verse Q as a function of temperature shows a large broaden-
ing of phonon energy with rising temperature, but we cannot
state conclusively that the temperature dependence is linear
or quadratic.01430IV. DISCUSSION
A. Phonon DOS curves
Figure 5 shows that our phonon DOS of vanadium at 293
K agrees well with the earlier result of Sears, Svensson, and
Powell.7 We do not find the small peak at 5 meV seen by
Sears et al., but this is a small feature about which these
investigators were uncertain. The phonon DOS of vanadium
is essentially constant up to 1273 K, subject only to broad-
ening. Between 1273 and 1673 K, the DOS undergoes a
large softening in energy. The temperature behavior of the
DOS is inconsistent with what is expected from Eq. ~5!,
which suggests that the DOS should soften gradually be-
tween 293 and 1673 K.
B. Anharmonic entropy
The high-temperature behavior of the vanadium phonon
DOS is troubling because it is inconsistent with the predicted
increase in volumetric phonon entropy Sph
DV given by Eq. ~5!.
This discrepancy can be accounted for on the basis of the
difference between Eqs. ~3! and ~5!. A difference between
Sph
DV(T) and SphDV ,DT(T) requires an explicit temperature de-
pendence of the phonon DOS, countering the common as-
FIG. 3. Points are phonon DOS of vanadium at 873 and 1273 K.
Solid curves are 293-K DOS broadened by convoluting with the
damped harmonic-oscillator function of Eq. ~8!.
FIG. 4. Best-fit inverse Q versus temperature.3-3
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For vanadium a temperature dependence of the phonon DOS
is needed to reconcile the negligible phonon softening of the
DOS with that expected from thermal expansion.
The difference between Eqs. ~3! and ~7! is the entropy
overlooked by ignoring the temperature dependence of the
DOS. We call it Sanh , where
Sanh~T1!5Sph~V0 ,T1 ,T1!2Sph~V0 ,T0 ,T1!. ~9!
Equation ~9! is nonzero only if Sph(V ,Ti,T j) has a functional
dependence on Ti. This occurs only if the phonon DOS var-
ies with temperature at a fixed volume. The quantity Sanh is
plotted as solid circles in Fig. 2, and is the difference be-
tween the crosses and the bold solid curve of Fig. 2.
Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace used a different approach to
obtain the anharmonic vibrational entropy of elemental va-
nadium at high temperature.6 They calculated the electronic
entropy from first principles, and obtained the harmonic vi-
brational entropy from a volume-corrected phonon DOS
taken from the literature. By subtracting the electronic- and
vibrational-entropy contributions from calorimetric measure-
ments of the total entropy, they arrive at the anharmonic
entropy,
Sanh
EWW~T1!5Sph~V0 ,T1 ,T1!2Sph~V0,0,T1!. ~10!
Equations ~9! and ~10! are near identical, differing only
insofar as the temperature T0 differs from zero. The anhar-
monic entropy calculated by Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace is
shown as the thin solid curve in Fig. 2. The quantity Sanh of
Eq. ~9! is shown as the solid circles in Fig. 2. In principle,
the two curves should differ only insofar as the phonon DOS
of vanadium differs at 0 and 293 K. We note that the solid
circles and the thin solid curve coincide almost exactly. This
agreement between Eqs. ~9! and ~10! is impressive, consid-
ering that Sanh was constructed using a temperature-
dependent phonon DOS and measured elastic constants,
whereas Sanh
EWW was derived from heat-capacity data and
electronic-structure calculations. The calculation by Eriks-
son, Wills, and Wallace even captures the large softening of
the phonon DOS near 1673 K—the curve of Eriksson et al.
goes from negative to positive near this temperature.
FIG. 5. Phonon DOS of vanadium at 293 K. Present data are the
solid circles and solid curve is from Sears et al. ~Ref. 7!.01430Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace’s work lends support to our
assertion that the stationary behavior of the phonon DOS of
vanadium up to 1273 K is caused by a pure temperature
dependence of the phonon energies. The strongly positive
bold curve in Fig. 2 ~from classical thermodynamics with a
small correction for electronic entropy! shows that expand-
ing the crystal volume at constant temperature causes a soft-
ening of the phonon DOS. The phonon DOS of vanadium is
nearly unchanged up to 1273 K, however, even though the
crystal expands. We therefore conclude that the volume and
temperature effects on the phonon energies are nearly equal
and opposite from 293 to 1273 K. The phonon DOS of va-
nadium hardens with increasing temperature at fixed volume.
The most likely source of a pure temperature effect on the
phonon energies is phonon-phonon scattering because Sanh
.Sanh
EWW
, and Sanh
EWW is unambiguously identified as originat-
ing with phonon anharmonicity.
C. Chromium, Niobium, Titanium, and Zirconium
Results from a number of investigations performed over
the past decade suggest similar or related behavior in other
bcc transition metals at high temperature. The behavior of
the phonon DOS of chromium, titanium, niobium, and zirco-
nium at high temperature are all in disagreement with what is
expected from measured thermal expansions, even when cor-
rected for the electronic entropy. These discrepancies can be
quantified by taking the difference of Eqs. ~7! and ~3!. This
difference is Sanh , as calculated in Eq. ~9!. The values of Sanh
for these elements, shown in Fig. 6, are nonzero and increase
monotonically with temperature. A high-temperature DOS
consistent with Eq. ~5! would yield negligibly small values
of Sanh . Evaluating Eq. ~5! required the use of thermal-
expansion coefficients taken from the literature22 and elastic
constants taken from the original lattice-dynamics papers.
Measurements by Heiming and co-workers2 showed that
the phonon DOS of bcc zirconium hardens significantly with
increasing temperature ~Fig. 7!. Evaluation of Eq. ~5! for bcc
zirconium suggests, however, that the phonon DOS should
exhibit the opposite behavior. The discrepancy can be quan-
FIG. 6. Anharmonic entropy of elemental chromium, niobium,
titanium, and zirconium as calculated from Eq. ~9!. Results labeled
‘‘EWW’’ are from Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace ~Ref. 6!.3-4
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6. The electronic anharmonic entropy needed for Eq. ~5! is
unavailable for zirconium. Although our evaluation of Eq.
~9! for zirconium neglects this term, we expect it to change
our result by at most 25%, as estimated from niobium. The
vibrational anharmonic entropy Sanh of zirconium is large
and negative in the high-temperature bcc phase. A large ther-
mal hardening of the phonon DOS at constant volume is
required to explain the temperature dependence of the pho-
non DOS. Our conclusion is supported by ab initio calcula-
tions of the effect of phonon-phonon scattering on the ener-
gies of five unstable phonon states in bcc Zr.24 Ye and co-
workers showed that fourth-order phonon anharmonicites
made enormous positive shifts to the energies of selected
modes at high temperature.
Similar but less detailed work on bcc titanium5 also shows
anomalous temperature behavior—the phonon DOS of bcc
titanium hardens noticeably between 1208 and 1713 K.
Evaluating Eq. ~9! for titanium gives the anharmonic entropy
shown in Fig. 6. The anharmonic entropy of bcc titanium is
negative, and about half the size of that of zirconium, which
lies in the same column of the periodic table. The unknown
electronic contribution to Eqs. ~5! and ~9! could modify our
result substantially, but probably not qualitatively.
The phonon dispersions and DOS of bcc niobium at high
temperature are also available from the literature.3 A close
examination of the temperature-dependent DOS in bcc nio-
bium, reproduced in Fig. 7, shows that many acoustic modes
near 15 meV harden significantly between 293 and 773 K.
Accordingly, the agreement between Eqs. ~5! and ~3! is poor,
and the anharmonic entropy calculated with Eq. ~9! is sub-
stantially negative. The electronic contribution to Eq. ~5! was
calculated using the DOS and electronic Gru¨neisen param-
eters provided by Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace.6 Our result is
in excellent agreement with the previous estimates by Eriks-
son, Wills, and Wallace, as marked in Fig. 6. The tempera-
ture behavior of the niobium DOS is very similar to that of
vanadium, with little change up to 1000 K. ~Vanadium and
FIG. 7. Phonon DOS of bcc zirconium, niobium, and chromium
at various temperatures from Heiming et al. ~Ref. 2!, Gu¨thoff et al.
~Ref. 3!, and Trampenau et al. ~Ref. 4!. The DOS are offset verti-
cally for clarity.01430niobium both lie in the same column of the periodic table.!
The case of niobium is important because it points out that
the average phonon-energy shifts, as inferred by evaluating
Eqs. ~5! and ~9!, can be quite different from the energy shifts
of individual phonon modes. For the case of bcc niobium, a
large number of transverse phonons harden with temperature,
but a similar number of longitudinal phonons soften with
temperature, leading to zero average shift of phonon ener-
gies.
The phonon DOS of bcc chromium has been measured
from 293 to 1773 K.4 In contrast with zirconium and tita-
nium, the DOS of chromium softens enormously over this
temperature range, as shown in Fig. 7. The anharmonic vi-
brational entropy as calculated with Eq. ~3! is twice as large
as that calculated from Eq. ~5!. The discrepancy is accounted
for by the explicit temperature dependence of the phonon
energies. For chromium, however, this is a pure thermal soft-
ening of the DOS, instead of the hardening that occurs for
vanadium, niobium, zirconium, and titanium. The anhar-
monic entropy of bcc chromium as given by Eq. ~10! was
calculated by Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace,6 and is shown in
Fig. 6 as solid crosses. The electronic contribution to Eq. ~5!
was calculated using the DOS and electronic Gru¨neisen pa-
rameters provided by Eriksson, Wills, and Wallace.6 The an-
harmonic entropy calculated using Eq. ~9! is shown in Fig. 6.
Our result is half that obtained by Eriksson et al., but we are
encouraged by the agreement in sign and magnitude. Perhaps
local magnetic effects play a role in the thermodynamics of
chromium, even at these high temperatures.
D. Context of classical thermodynamics
The energy E and entropy S are expected to vary with
temperature ~the independent variable!, so the Helmholtz
free energy F5E2TS is expected to vary with temperature
as
dF
dT 5
]E
]T UV1
]E
]VUT
dV
dT 2S2TF ]S]T UV1 ]S]VUT dVdT G . ~11!
For the thermodynamics of electrons and phonons ~ne-
glecting magnetic entropy, for example!, the physical origins
of the five terms in Eq. ~11! are as follows.
~1! ]E/]TuV includes the temperature-dependent occupan-
cies of phonon and electron states.
~2! ]E/]VuTdV/dT is the change in electronic energy that
can be described as the work done against the bulk modulus
owing to thermal expansion dV/dT .
~3! S, evaluated at temperature T, is a large term that
contains both electron and phonon parts, Sel and Sph. It is
often the only temperature dependence in simple harmonic
models for which dF/dT.]F/]T .
~4! (]S/]T)V accounts for the temperature-dependence of
the electron and phonon entropy. Within the quasiharmonic
approximation, the temperature dependence of the phonon
entropy can be separated into two parts: changes in the oc-
cupation of phonon states and changes in the energies of the
phonon states. Although it is commonly assumed that the
energies of phonon states do not change with temperature if3-5
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assumption is inadequate and Sph
DV is required. The anhar-
monic contribution Sanh originates with the physical effects
responsible for this term.
~5! (]S/]V)TdV/dT includes both phonon and electron
parts, Sph
DV ,DT and Sel
DV ,DT
.
The quasiharmonic approximation originates with physi-
cal effects that contribute to the last two terms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The phonon DOS of bcc vanadium was measured using
the triple-axis spectrometers on the HB2 and HB1 beam lines
on the HFIR reactor at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The DOS showed little change up to 1273 K, and a large01430softening at 1673 K. The behavior of the phonon DOS leads
us to conclude that volume expansion and rising temperature
exert equal and opposite shifts in the phonon energies up to
1273 K. In practice, the phonon DOS depends as strongly on
temperature as it does on volume. The most likely physical
explanation for this pure temperature dependence is phonon-
phonon scattering. Similar effects are also found by analyz-
ing previous high-temperature data on bcc chromium, zirco-
nium, niobium, and titanium.
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